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T-SQL insiders help you tackle your toughest queries and query-tuning problemsSqueeze
maximum performance and efficiency from every T-SQL query you write or tune. Four leading
experts take an in-depth look at T-SQL’s internal architecture and offer advanced practical
techniques for optimizing response time and resource usage. Emphasizing a correct
understanding of the language and its foundations, the authors present unique solutions they
have spent years developing and refining. All code and techniques are fully updated to reflect
new T-SQL enhancements in Microsoft SQL Server 2014 and SQL Server 2012.Write faster,
more efficient T-SQL code:Move from procedural programming to the language of sets and
logicMaster an efficient top-down tuning methodologyAssess algorithmic complexity to predict
performanceCompare data aggregation techniques, including new grouping setsEfficiently
perform data-analysis calculationsMake the most of T-SQL’s optimized bulk import toolsAvoid
date/time pitfalls that lead to buggy, poorly performing codeCreate optimized BI statistical
queries without additional softwareUse programmable objects to accelerate queriesUnlock
major performance improvements with In-Memory OLTPMaster useful and elegant approaches
to manipulating graphsAbout This BookFor experienced T-SQL practitionersIncludes coverage
updated from Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008 T-SQL Querying and Inside Microsoft SQL
Server 2008 T-SQL ProgrammingValuable to developers, DBAs, BI professionals, and data
scientistsCovers many MCSE 70-464 and MCSA/MCSE 70-461 exam topics

About the AuthorItzik Ben-Gan is a mentor for and co-founder of SolidQ. A SQL Server Microsoft
MVP (Most Valuable Professional) since 1999, Itzik has delivered numerous training events
around the world focused on T-SQL querying, query tuning, and programming. Itzik has
authored several T-SQL books as well as articles for SQL Server Pro, SolidQ Journal, and
MSDN. Itzik’s speaking activities include TechEd, SQLPASS, SQL Server Connections, SolidQ
events, and various user groups around the world. Itzik is the author of SolidQ’s Advanced T-
SQL Querying, Programming and Tuning, and T-SQL Fundamentals courses, along with being a
primary resource within the company for its T-SQL-related activities.Dejan Sarka, MCT and SQL
Server MVP, is an independent consultant, trainer, and developer focusing on database and
business intelligence applications. His specialties are advanced topics like data modeling, data
mining, and data quality. On these tough topics, he works and researches together with SolidQ
and the Data Quality Institute. He is the founder of the Slovenian SQL Server and .NET Users
Group. Dejan Sarka is the main author or coauthor of 11 books about databases and SQL
Server, with more to come. He also has developed and is continuing to develop many courses
and seminars for SolidQ and Microsoft. He has been a regular speaker at many conferences
worldwide for more than 15 years, including Microsoft TechEd, PASS Summit, and others.Adam



Machanic is a Boston-based SQL Server developer, writer, and speaker. He focuses on large-
scale data warehouse performance and development and is author of the award-winning SQL
Server monitoring stored procedure, sp_WhoIsActive. Adam has contributed to several books
on SQL Server, including T-SQL Querying (Microsoft Press, 2015) and SQL Server 2008
Internals (Microsoft Press, 2009). He regularly speaks at international conferences and training
events on a variety of SQL Server topics.Kevin Farlee has over 25 years in the industry, in both
database and storage-management software. In his current role as a Storage Engine Program
Manager on the Microsoft SQL Server team, he brings these threads together. His current
projects include the SQL Server Project “Hekaton” In-Memory OLTP feature.
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Online Shopper, “I thought I knew SQL. I was wrong. And you will be too.. We've all been there:
taking over a project from someone else only to wonder what they were doing as the code was
poorly written.This book is going to make realize YOU are also writing bad code.Not
intentionally, of course, but Ben-Gan really puts emphasis on performance and analyzing
queries to show there's a better way to do a query, as most of the examples are what we see and
write every day.He doesn't just give a single code and say "Do it this way from now on." Instead,
he talks to you as a professional and shows you the differences between doing the same query
multiple ways.Most of us think we understand how SQL works, but I can attest, both from my
own ignorance and others' viewpoints, we really don't. Ben-Gan has been with SQL for many
years, both in development of the database structure and how to write queries to take advantage
of those changes.The logical processing chapter, which is important given it's the first chapter,
should open the eyes of many SQL code writers out there. This knowledge alone will have you
rethinking SQL code as the chapters progress (and he quizzes you on some basic queries to try
and guess the outcome, only to show why our thinking isn't taking advantage of SQL at all).Like
many, I learned SQL on previous versions, not really giving much thought to the actual database
design as I simply use "new code features" introduced with the new databaseAs a
recommendation, knowing how SQL works under the hood is just as important as knowing if a
CTE is a better use than a temp table.We always want to learn and improve, and this book is
definitely a first step to doing both at the same time.Pros:-This book is written to you, not at you!
A refreshing take on making the information more personal, rather than instructional.-Many
examples, with analysis, to describe why queries do what they do, and how to avoid pitfalls of
"old thinking"!!!-Concise and to the point. No page is wasted with fillers to pad page counts!-
You'll most likely recommend this book after you read it, which is good, because it'll help with
less "bad code" out there, even our own! ;)Cons (though, take this as cautions, not bad things):-
This is NOT a reference book! This is a cover-to-cover read. It's unlikely this will be used often,
aside from quick refreshes from time-to-time.-Pricey, but only because many chapters may not
pertain to readers who don't have SQL 2012/14. There's an older version out there, but I still
recommend this one because the window feature (new for 2012+) is worth learning even if you
can't use it yet.That's about it. Thanks for reading and I hope this helps.”

Frank Out, “SQL Development, TSQL.. THIS IS A MUST HAVE BOOK!!!So far I only brought
ONE great computer hand book and that was Access 97 Developers Handbook by Paul Litwin .
That’s how long it’s been since I have been able to say wow what a great book but now this is my
second one.Perhaps not a book for the absolute beginners however if your mathematically
minded and find things easy to pick up, I would recommend this book to you also as it explains
everything so well.This books does not waste any space with information that you don’t need, it
gets straight into exercises and it explains the outcomes extremely well even to the point if you



didn’t have SQL Server you can easily picture what is going on.Another one of the many great
aspects of this book it shows you many common mistakes made by SQL developers and why
and how these common errors occur.I could just go on and on, on the many befits this book will
aid to your skills but if you’re a SQL programmer you MUST have this book you will not be
disappointed.Thumbs up to the authors well done!”

Kos, “Worth every penny. I have a few more books of this author, but I think it's a great addition to
the collection. It may not be as complete reference as some might expect, but for someone who
already feels confident with the topic it's an excellent choice. If you need more in-depth
approach I would suggest to get separate Querying and Programming editions.”

A strict Reader, “Another very good one on T-SQL from Itzik Ben-Gan. This is another sturdy
amalgamation of SQL knowledge from Itzik. Very useful, wealth of information. Theoretic and
practical. Will make use of it for sure. Wouldn't hesitate to recommend.”

David J. Shipley, “The NEW SQL Bible..... Excellent reference book. Simple examples which can
easily be transposed to real world examples.Study dynamic sql, it's a life saver.”

Bret McGee, “Full of useful bits!. I'm a fan of Itzik's work - this is a monster book that everyone
using/querying SQL Server will find useful.”

aindriu, “Must have book on T-SQL. This is probably the best book ever on T-SQL. A must for
your library!”

The book by Jason Price has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 213 people have provided feedback.
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